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Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CaliforniaABSTRACT All-atom molecular dynamics simulations are widely used to study the flexibility of protein conformations.
However, enhanced sampling techniques are required for simulating protein dynamics that occur on the millisecond timescale.
In this work, we show that torsional molecular dynamics simulations enhance protein conformational sampling by performing
conformational search in the low-frequency torsional degrees of freedom. In this article, we use our recently developed
torsional-dynamics method called Generalized Newton-Euler Inverse Mass Operator (GNEIMO) to study the conformational
dynamics of four proteins. We investigate the use of the GNEIMOmethod in simulations of the conformationally flexible proteins
fasciculin and calmodulin, as well as the less flexible crambin and bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor. For the latter two proteins,
the GNEIMO simulations with an implicit-solvent model reproduced the average protein structural fluctuations and sample
conformations similar to those from Cartesian simulations with explicit solvent. The application of GNEIMO with replica
exchange to the study of fasciculin conformational dynamics produced sampling of two of this protein’s experimentally estab-
lished conformational substates. Conformational transition of calmodulin from the Ca2þ-bound to the Ca2þ-free conformation
occurred readily with GNEIMO simulations. Moreover, the GNEIMO method generated an ensemble of conformations that
satisfy about half of both short- and long-range interresidue distances obtained from NMR structures of holo to apo transitions
in calmodulin. Although unconstrained all-atom Cartesian simulations have failed to sample transitions between the substates of
fasciculin and calmodulin, GNEIMO simulations show the transitions in both systems. The relatively short simulation times
required to capture these long-timescale conformational dynamics indicate that GNEIMO is a promising molecular-dynamics
technique for studying domain motion in proteins.INTRODUCTIONThe dynamics of protein structures play an important role in
their function. Atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tions combined with NMR studies provide detailed atomic-
level insight into the structural dynamics of proteins.
However, conformational transitions from one substate to
another are rarely observable during unconstrained all-
atom Cartesian MD simulations (referred to hereafter as
Cartesian simulations) due to the limitations of the simula-
tion timescales and to the energy barriers involved in these
transitions (1). Therefore, enhanced conformational
sampling methods are needed to study conformational tran-
sitions in proteins. Various MD-based approaches have been
developed to enhance conformational sampling: 1), coarse-
grained force fields that increase simulation timescales
(2–5) but lose some level of atomic detail; 2), MD methods
that use a bias potential to drive the dynamics (6–8); and 3),
pathway-sampling ensemble methods (9,10).These methods
require applying either a bias potential or a priori knowledge
of the various substates to overcome energy barriers and
sample multiple conformational substates.
In this article, we demonstrate the use of an internal-
coordinate torsional-MD method, namely the Generalized
Newton-Euler Inverse Mass Operator (GNEIMO), forSubmitted August 13, 2012, and accepted for publication January 17, 2013.
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proteins, with no applied bias potential or prior knowledge
of the conformational substates. The GNEIMO torsional-
dynamics method freezes the high-frequency degrees of
freedom via holonomic constraints to substantially reduce
the number of degrees of freedom and increase the integra-
tion time-step size. However, the equations of motion are
in the internal coordinates and become computationally
expensive to solve (11). We have adapted algorithms from
spatial-operator algebra to develop the computationally effi-
cient GNEIMO method for solving such coupled equations
of motion in internal coordinates (12–15). In GNEIMO, the
protein model is partitioned into rigid bodies called clusters
that are connected by hinges, where each hinge can have 1–6
degrees of freedom. A cluster is a group of atoms that moves
as a rigid unit and can be as small as a single atom or as large
as an entire domain of the protein. Thus, GNEIMO supports
the use of a wide range of dynamic models for protein simu-
lations. The algorithm underlying the GNEIMO method has
been implemented previously in the NIH-XPLOR (16),
CYANA (17), CHARMM (18), and MacroMoleculeBuilder
(19) software packages. We have developed the GNEIMO
method and software (20) and applied it to study protein-
structure prediction and refinement (14,15).
In this work, we used the GNEIMO method to study the
conformational dynamics of four proteins. We first studied
the conformational dynamics of two fairly rigid proteins,http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2013.01.050
FIGURE 1 Cartoon representation of the crystal structures of the four
proteins studied in this work. (A) BPTI. (B) Crambin. (C) Two different
conformations of fasciculin (Fas) used for studying protein dynamics using
GNEIMO. (D) Calmodulin with its C-terminal domain (CCAM) (red),
which was treated as a rigid body in the GNEIMO simulations.
2000 Gangupomu et al.bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (BPTI) and crambin. We
compared the structural and dynamical properties of the
conformations of these two proteins sampled by GNEIMO
to those sampled by Cartesian simulations using both
implicit and explicit solvent models. The average structures
generated from the GNEIMO trajectories for BPTI and
crambin were 1.3 A˚ and 0.99 A˚, respectively, away from
the average structures generated by Cartesian simulations
with explicit water.
We further used GNEIMO to study the conformational
changes in two highly flexible proteins, fasciculin (Fas)
and calmodulin (CAM). Both Fas and CAM have multiple
conformational substates that are well characterized by
x-ray crystallography, NMR, and other experimental tech-
niques (21–23).
Fas is a neurotoxin with 61 amino acids and is a picomolar
inhibitor of acetylcholinesterase. Fas exists in two possible
conformations, one in the apo form (the closed state) and
one in the holo form (or open state) in the presence of
acetylcholinesterase or a surfactant molecule. GNEIMO
simulations reproduced conformational transitions between
the closed and open states that are well characterized (by
x-ray crystallography) substates of Fas. Such transitions
were observed in a previous study using steered Cartesian
MD simulations with the application of a biasing potential
(24,25). The GNEIMO simulations, on the other hand, did
not use any such biasing potential.
CAM is a member of the EF-hand family of proteins that
act as Ca2þ signaling proteins, exhibiting a wide array of
conformations that allow it to bind to a wide range of
proteins. There are several experimental studies of the
dynamics of CAM going from its apo to holo form
(26,27). The conformational changes in CAM consist of
two major steps: 1), collapse of the central helix that links
the carboxy-terminal domain, CCAM, and the amino-
terminal domain, NCAM; and 2), dynamics of the relative
orientations of the two domains. Several different models
have been used to study the dynamics of CAM, ranging
from Cartesian explicit-solvent simulations to the united-
atom Go model (10,28–30). The Cartesian simulations
have been successful in studying only the collapse of the
central helix of CAM (28–30), and the united-atom model
was used to study the intrinsic flexibility of the NCAM in
the transition of the apo to the holo form of CAM (10).
The GNEIMO simulations were performed on the entire
CAM protein, without any biasing potentials. The trajectory
showed conformational sampling of multiple substates of
CAM comprising both the central-helix collapse and the
dynamics of the domains. About half of the hydrogen-
bond distances calculated from the GNEIMO-generated
ensemble of states agree with the corresponding average
distances calculated from the NMR structures, within the
standard deviations of these structures (21).
The conformational-sampling results for the four proteins
show that the GNEIMO method is a suitable tool forBiophysical Journal 104(9) 1999–2008studying conformational transitions in proteins while
mimicking the explicit-solvent effect. However, in a future
study we will address the similarities and differences in
the free-energy surface sampled by GNEIMO dynamics
and Cartesian simulations. There is an enormous need to
close the gap between the timescales of experimental and
those of theoretical methods in the study of biomolecular
systems (31), and GNEIMO is a promising unbiased method
to study low-frequency protein dynamics.METHODS
Protein structure preparation
We chose the four proteins shown in Fig. 1 for this study: two small rela-
tively rigid proteins, BPTI (Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID 4PTI, resolution
1.5 A˚) and crambin (PBD ID 3NIR, resolution 0.48 A˚) (Fig. 1, A and B,
respectively); and two flexible proteins (Fas and CAM (Fig. 1, C and D,
respectively)) that undergo large-scale conformational changes. For Fas
simulations, we used the closed state (PDB ID 1FAS) as the starting struc-
ture and then compared the sampled trajectories against the open state of
Fas (PDB ID 1FSC). Examination of the crystal structures of these two
Fas states shows that there is significant flexibility in loop I (residues
6–12), and we therefore analyzed conformational sampling in that region.
For CAM simulations, we used the Ca2þ-deprived, extended holo form of
CAM structure (PDB ID 1CLL). We then focused our conformational anal-
ysis on the collapse of the long extended helix between CCAM and NCAM,
as well as the relative domain motion between the NCAM and CCAM. We
compared the conformations to the NMR structure ensemble in the PDB
1DMO file.
All starting structures were solvated using TIP3P water molecules (32),
neutralized, and brought to an ionic strength of 0.15 M by adding Naþ and
Protein Conformation Dynamics with GNEIMO MD 2001Cl ions using the AMBER 10 suite (33). The system was then minimized
in energy and equilibrated in the NPTensemble with pressure at 1.0 atm and
temperature at 310 K for 5 ns using the SANDER module of AMBER10.
All simulations were performed using the AMBER ff99sb forcefield
(34,35). The final protein structures obtained after equilibration were
used for further simulations using NVT GNEIMO torsional-MD simulation
and NVT Cartesian MD for comparison.Details of the GNEIMO and Cartesian simulations
Details of the GNEIMO method are available in other publications (12–
15,20). Briefly, the GNEIMO method is a torsional-dynamics method in
which the bond lengths and bond angles are fixed. The torsional angles of
all backbones and side chains are sampled during the dynamics. We have
added the replica-exchange method (REXMD) (36) to GNEIMO for
enhanced conformational sampling. The REXMD method was used with
the GNEIMO simulations only for Fas and CAM. The GNEIMO all-torsion
MD simulations were carried out with the AMBER99 force field and the
generalized Born (GB) implicit solvation method using an interior dielectric
constant of 4.0 for the solute and an exterior dielectric constant of 78.3 for
the solvent (37). All of the simulations were performed in the NVT canon-
ical ensemble using the Nose´-Hoover method with a bath coupling constant
of 250 fs (13). A solvent probe radius of 1.4 A˚ was used for the nonpolar
solvation-energy component associated with surface area (SA). The non-
bond forces were smoothly switched off at a cutoff radius of 20 A˚. The inte-
gration of the GNEIMO equations of motion was performed using a variant
of the Lobatto integrator (38) and an integration step size of 5 fs. The
GNEIMO torsional-dynamics runs for BPTI and crambin were done at
310 K. The range of temperatures used in REXMD was 280–610 K, with
replication at increments of 30 K, for a total of 12 replicas, and with
Monte-Carlo-based replica exchange every 400 time steps (corresponding
to 2 ps). Table S1 in the Supporting Material provides details of the various
simulations performed for each protein. The conformational dynamics for
CAM was performed using a dynamic model in which the relatively less
flexible carboxy-terminal domain (39,40) was modeled as a rigid body
and all other torsions in the protein were free to move, as shown in
Fig. 1D. The Cartesian simulations were performed on BPTI using explicit-
and implicit-solvent models. All simulations were run with the NVT
ensemble at a temperature of 310 K, using the AMBER10 simulation suite.Analysis of GNEIMO trajectories
To compare the inherent flexibility and dynamics of proteins as generated by
Cartesian and GNEIMO simulations, we calculated the root-mean-squared
deviations (RMSDs) in coordinates of the backbone atoms (N, CA, and C) of
the proteins over the course of the simulations and the root-mean-squared
fluctuations (RMSFs) relative to the average structure for each residue.
The RMSDs and RMSFs were calculated using the rms and atomicfluct util-
ities within ptraj in the AmberTool1.4 analysis suite (41).
Native contacts are defined as residue-pair contacts within a 5 A˚ cutoff,
with the condition that the pair members are at least three residues apart in
the primary sequence and are found in the native (reference) structure. The
number of native contacts of loop I (residues 1–20) in the two Fas confor-
mations (open and closed) was measured and the percent of native contacts
satisfied during the transition of a representative replica was calculated. The
native contacts were calculated using the cmap protocol in the bio3d
R statistical programming package.
To assess how well GNEIMO predicts the open state of Fas starting from
the closed state, we calculated the residue-wise distance map. We compared
the distance-difference maps for the crystal structures of the open and
closed states of Fas with the GNEIMO-predicted open state and crystal
structure of the open state. We used the dist protocol within ptraj of Amber-
Tools1.4 to obtain the pairwise Ca-distance matrix and then calculated the
distance matrix and matrix plots using the R package.Principal component analysis (PCA) was used to study the most domi-
nant conformational changes during the simulations. We carried out PCA
on the GNEIMO-REXMD and the GNEIMO trajectories using the bio3d
R statistical programming package (42). Only the backbone atoms were
used in the analysis to eliminate the noise of the flexible regions in the
proteins. Eigenvalues and eigenvectors were obtained by diagonalizing
the covariance matrix using the g_covar command in GROMACS 4.0.5
(28). To determine the major protein dynamics, the top eight PCs were
analyzed. The first two PCs represent the highest variance (see Supporting
Material) in all cases (BPTI, crambin, calmodulin, and Fas) and were used
for further analysis.
For the PCs of BPTI and crambin, the trajectories obtained from the three
different simulations for each protein (unconstrained Cartesian implicit
solvent, unconstrained Cartesian explicit solvent, and GNEIMO torsional
dynamics) were combined before analysis. The free-energy surface for
Fas was calculated by inverting the population of all conformations
sampled at 310 K.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The details of the simulations performed for all four pro-
teins are given in Table S1. The GNEIMO conformational
ensemble results for BPTI and crambin are compared
to the Cartesian simulation ensemble with implicit- and
explicit-solvation models. We have compared the
GNEIMO-REXMD ensemble of Fas and CAM to experi-
mental results wherever available and to previously pub-
lished Cartesian simulations.Comparison of GNEIMO torsional-dynamics
simulations to Cartesian simulations
To understand the conformational dynamics of BPTI and
crambin, we performed the following simulations (see Table
S1): 1), GNEIMO torsional MD simulations with implicit
GB solvation (GBSA); 2), Cartesian simulations with
implicit GBSA solvation; and 3), Cartesian simulations
with explicit water. Fig. 2 A and C, shows the time series
of the RMSD of coordinates (henceforth referred to as
RMSD) of all the heavy atoms and the RMSF/residue,
respectively, for BPTI. The same two quantities are plotted
for crambin in Fig. 2, B and D. It can be seen that the
RMSDs and RMSFs for protein structures during the
GNEIMO torsional dynamics are similar to the correspond-
ing metrics during the Cartesian simulations with explicit
solvent. The Cartesian simulations with implicit GBSA
solvation showed larger RMSDs and RMSFs compared to
GNEIMO torsional-dynamics simulations with the same
force field and GBSA solvation.
We further used PCA to investigate the nature of the
conformations sampled in the three simulations for BPTI
and crambin. Fig. 3, A and B, shows, for BPTI and crambin,
respectively, the clustering of the conformations generated
in their trajectories projected onto the first two PCs obtained
from the combined trajectories of the Cartesian explicit
solvent (green), Cartesian implicit solvent (red), and
GNEIMO implicit solvent (blue) simulations. It can beBiophysical Journal 104(9) 1999–2008
FIGURE 3 (A and B) PCA of combined trajectories from Cartesian simu-
lations with implicit-solvent GBSA (red) and explicit water (green) and
GNEIMO torsional dynamics with implicit-solvent GBSA (blue) for
BPTI (A) and crambin (B). The average structures from the trajectories pro-
jected onto the PC space are shown as squares in the colors corresponding
to trajectory colors, and the starting crystal structures are shown as trian-
gles. Regions of the proteins that contribute dominantly to PC1 and PC2
are shown in the cartoon structures below the PCA images. (C and D)
Comparison of the average structures from GNEIMO-GBSA simulations
(blue) to those from Cartesian explicit-water simulations (green) for
BPTI (C) and crambin (D).
FIGURE 2 (A and B) Time series of the RMSDs of BPTI (A) and crambin
(B) with respect to the crystal structure. (C and D) Residue-wise RMSFs of
BPTI (C) and crambin (D). In A and C, Cartesian simulations with explicit
water are shown in green, Cartesian simulations with GBSA in red, and
GNEIMO all-torsion dynamics with GBSA in blue.
2002 Gangupomu et al.seen that the conformations sampled by GNEIMO overlap
with the Cartesian explicit water simulations, whereas the
Cartesian simulations with GBSA show a wider spread in
the PC space. The average structures of the conformations
during each simulation are projected onto the PC space
and are represented by squares in the respective colors for
each simulation in Fig. 3. The ensemble of structures from
GNEIMO simulations is similar to that from Cartesian
simulations with explicit water in the PC coordinates, as
shown in Fig. 3, A and B, for BPTI and crambin, respec-
tively. PC1 and PC2 of crambin show fluctuations in the
helical region and the loop region, whereas those for BPTI
are mostly in the loop or unstructured regions of the protein
(see structures below cluster maps in Figs. 3, A and B). We
have compared only the first two PCs, since most of the
contributions to the overall motion come from these compo-
nents, as shown in Fig. S1. Fig. 3, C and D, compares the
average structures obtained from GNEIMO (blue) and the
unconstrained Cartesian explicit water MD (green) for
BPTI and crambin, respectively. The RMSD differences
between these structures are 1.3 A˚ and 0.99 A˚ for BPTI
and crambin, respectively.
BPTI: comparison of long-range residue correlation between
GNEIMO and previous Cartesian simulations
The residues in loop I (residues 9–18) and loop II (residues
35–40) of BPTI have been shown to have a strong correla-
tion in the torsion angles in the analysis of Cartesian simu-
lations conducted by Long and Bruschweiler (43). They
used a master-equation-based approach to illustrate the
propagation of a local perturbation across a disulfide bridge
that links loops I and II in BPTI. The analysis was done on
the millisecond-long trajectories generated using CartesianBiophysical Journal 104(9) 1999–2008simulations in explicit water by Shaw and co-workers
(44). We calculated the absolute correlation coefficients of
the backbone torsional angles (f,j) of all the residues, as
shown in Fig. S2. These coefficients were calculated as
described in detail by Long and Bruschweiler (43). We
observed that the calculated absolute correlation coefficients
of the j and f backbone torsional angles from GNEIMO
trajectories showed strong correlations between loop I and
II of BPTI, marked as white squares in Fig. S2. This corre-
lation between long-range residues in loop I and II is similar
to those observed in the Cartesian simulations (43).
Implications of the GNEIMO conformational sampling
In summary, we have compared simulations of BPTI and
crambin using the GNEIMO torsional-dynamics method
with GBSA solvation, Cartesian simulation with GBSA
solvation, and Cartesian simulation with explicit solvation.
These two proteins are fairly rigid and do not show much
flexibility in conformations. GNEIMO uses an implicit-
solvent model to accelerate conformational sampling of
proteins. However, implicit-solvent simulations such as
FIGURE 4 (A) Variation of the percentage of native contacts analyzed
from a representative replica of GNEIMO-REXMD of Fas during the tran-
sition from the closed to the open conformation. (B) Movement of the
conformations of loop I from red (closed) to blue (open) during the
GNEIMO-REXMD simulations; the rest of the protein is shown in gray.
The distance between the Ca atoms of Tyr-61 and Thr-9 was shown as
a measure of the loop opening (dotted arrows).
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energy functions where the solvation free energy of a protein
is a sum of the groups’ contribution (46) have been observed
to demonstrate protein dynamics different from those
observed in the presence of explicit water molecules.
When a low protein interior dielectric (1.0) is used,
implicit-solvent models show fluctuations that are markedly
less dynamical than those of the explicit-solvent models.
Since our proteins are relatively small (<150 residues),
and most of the residues even in the protein interior are
solvent-exposed, we used a relatively higher interior dielec-
tric (4.0). Freezing the bond lengths and angles resulted in
a dynamical behavior similar to that observed in the
Cartesian simulation with explicit-solvent models in both
BPTI and crambin. The torsional-angle correlations of the
residues of loop I and II in BPTI are in agreement with
the correlations observed from millisecond-long Cartesian
simulations with explicit water performed by Shaw and
co-workers (43). We observed that the conformational
sampling of the protein in GNEIMO simulations with
GBSA stayed closer to the native structure, similar to that
of Cartesian simulations in explicit water. At this point,
we do not have a clear explanation for this observation.
We speculate that it could be due to reduced protein entropy
in the GNEIMO model compared to the Cartesian model
with implicit solvent. Comparison of explicit conforma-
tional entropy from the three simulations would provide
insight into the similarities observed here, and an investiga-
tion addressing this will be published in the future.Studying large-scale conformational changes
using GNEIMO torsional dynamics
Conformational dynamics of fasciculin
Fas exists in two possible conformations: one in the apo
form (closed state) and one in the holo form (open state)
(21–23). Examination of the crystal structures of the open
and closed states of Fas show that loop I (residues 6–12)
is very flexible. We performed GNEIMO-REXMD
torsional-MD simulations with 12 temperature replicas
(Table S1), starting from the closed-state conformation of
Fas. The cumulative simulation time over all replicas was
~1 ms. The convergence of the REXMD simulations (47)
was confirmed by calculating the number of conformational
clusters generated as a function of time, as shown in Fig. S3.
We monitored the transitions from the closed to the open
state of Fas by calculating the percentage of native contacts
for the structures along the trajectories of GNEIMO-
REXMD simulations. Fig. 4 A shows the change in the
percentage of native contacts along a representative
GNEIMO-REXMD trajectory going from the closed to
the open state. For the loop I region, it was observed that
the percentage of native contacts with respect to the open
state (as the reference state) increases from 75% to 90%as the structural transition from the closed to the open state
occurs, whereas the percentage of those of the closed state
decreases from 95% to 75%. This analysis confirmed that
GNEIMO-REXMD starting with the closed state indeed
sampled conformations near the open-state structure.
Fig. 4 B shows various conformations from red to blue
(closed to open state, respectively) extracted from the
GNEIMO-REXMD trajectories.
Fas: comparison of GNEIMO dynamics to experiments and
Cartesian simulations
The difference in RMSD between the crystal structures of
the closed and open states of Fas in the loop I region (resi-
dues 6–12) was 6.2 A˚. Our GNEIMO-sampled conforma-
tion closest to the open state (note that we started the
simulation with the closed state) showed 1.5 A˚ RMSD
difference with respect to the crystal structure of open state
(PDB ID 1FSC). Fig. S4 A shows the contact map represent-
ing the differences in interresidue distance in the open- and
closed-state crystal structures. Fig. S4 B shows the same
differences for the best open-state conformation from the
GNEIMO-REXMD and the open-state crystal structure. It
is observed that some of the long-range contacts (Fig. S4,
red rectangles) get closer to the open state in the
GNEIMO-REXMD simulations. Thus, the conformational
transition leads to the making of long-range contacts foundBiophysical Journal 104(9) 1999–2008
2004 Gangupomu et al.in the open-state crystal structure in addition to the short-
range contacts.
In Fas, the primary difference between the open and closed
substates is the extension of the tip of loop I (Thr-9) from its
location in the hydrophobic pocket formed by residues Tyr-4,
Ala-12, Arg-37, and Tyr-61 into the solution. Loop I likely
gates the protein-protein interactions between Fas and
acetylcholinesterase (48). As observed in the previous tar-
geted Cartesian simulations (24) and during our GNEIMO-
REXMD runs, the extension of loop I is facilitated by
hydrogen bonding between the main-chain atoms, as well
as the imidazole ring of His-6, in loop I and the guanidine
group of Arg-37 in loop II. The side chain of His-6 is exposed
to the solvent in the closed conformation and flips into the
interior as Fas transitions into the open conformation. This
transition of the His-6 side chain was observed in the
GNEIMO-REXMD simulations. The presence of the bulky
side chain of His-6 in the interior in the open conformation
prevents the tip of loop I from packing against the hydro-
phobic pocket that exists in the closed conformation and
the interactions with acetylcholinesterase likely stabilize
the open conformation. The distance between Tyr-61 and
Thr-9 was previously used as a measure of conformational
change between the two Fas conformations (24,25). We
observed that the distance between the Ca atoms of the
two residues changed from ~5 A˚ in the closed conformation
to ~16 A˚ in the open conformation. The Ca distance between
the two residues in the crystal structure of the bound confor-
mation is 18 A˚. This 2 A˚ differencemay be due to the induced
conformational change in Fas upon binding of acetylcholin-
esterase (25). Since we did not include the acetylcholines-
terase in our simulations, it is possible that we did not get
the completely open state that shows a distance up to 18 A˚.Biophysical Journal 104(9) 1999–2008We also performed PCA of the Fas GNEIMO-REXMD
simulations. To generate the free-energy surface at
310 K, we first collected snapshots at the target tempera-
ture of 310 K from all the replicas, then inverted the pop-
ulation density of various clusters of conformations in PC1
and PC2. The contributions of PC1 and PC2 are dominant
compared to the other PCs, as shown in Fig. S5. Fig. 5
shows the two-dimensional view of the free-energy surface
of Fas dynamics. Various significantly populated confor-
mational states are labeled 1–4 in Fig. 5. As is evident
from the free-energy surface, the densely populated state,
or the lowest-energy state in the absence of acetylcholines-
terase, is still the closed state of Fas (marked as 1 in
Fig. 5), and this is a broad free-energy minimum, as also
observed in Cartesian simulations (24). The free-energy
minimum marked as 2 in Fig. 5 is possibly a significant
intermediate state, the average conformation of which is
shown at the bottom of Fig. 5. The conformation of loop
I in the average structure is similar to the loop I conforma-
tion observed by Bui et al. (24,25) in the energy-minimized
structure of the liganded Fas conformation. These interme-
diate conformations are mostly observed before the His-6
side chain flips into the protein interior, and they are likely
due to the conformational flexibility of unliganded Fas.
The free-energy minimum marked as 3 in Fig. 5 however
is the intermediate between the state labeled 2 and the
open conformation. These conformations were sparsely
populated and occur after the His-6 side-chain flip.
However, loop I was observed to transiently sample both
minima, 3 and 4, in Fig. 5, while sampling the open confor-
mation. The transient nature likely renders the flexibility of
loop I observed in Cartesian simulations of unliganded
open-state Fas.FIGURE 5 Free-energy surface of Fas obtained
by inverting the population of conformations
sampled by GNEIMO simulations at 310 K. The
lowest free-energy minimum (1) is the conforma-
tion sampled near the closed conformation of
Fas. Free-energy minimum 4 is closest to the
open conformation. The average structure obtained
from each of these conformational clusters is
shown below the free-energy surface.
FIGURE 6 PC projections of the central helix of CAM using the confor-
mations sampled by GNEIMO at room temperature (blue dots), NMR struc-
tures (PDB file 1DMO) (red dots), the crystal structure of holo-CAM (green
triangle), and the crystal structure of apo-CAM (green circle). (Inset)
Conformations of CCAM about an aligned NCAM. Gray represents the
conformations sampled by both NMR structures and GNEIMO. Conforma-
tions sampled only by NMR and those sampled only by GNEIMO are
shown in red and blue, respectively. Conformations not sampled by
GNEIMO can be seen on the PCA plot (dotted oval) and the GNEIMO-
sampled conformations shown in blue in the inset may be related to those
from the spin-labeling experiments.
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CAM exhibits a wide array of conformations that allows it
to bind to a range of proteins. CAM consists of NCAM
and CCAM domains, each made of two helix-loop-helix
EF-hands. In the apo-CAM, the two terminal domains of
CAM are separated by a flexible linker and CAM exists in
a collapsed conformation. In holo-CAM, the flexible linker
adopts a helical conformation and CAM attains an extended
conformation (Fig. 1 D) in which the two terminal domains
are separated by a long extended helix. We started
a GNEIMO-REXMD simulation from the Ca2þ-deprived
extended holo-CAM structure. Since CCAM is intrinsically
rigid, we treated this domain as one rigid body after the first
two helices (residues 103–148). The rest of the protein was
treated with an all-torsion model. The dynamic model used
for this protein is shown in Fig. 1 D, with the CCAM shown
in red. The collapse of the central helix (residues 65–93) and
the reorientation of CCAM with respect to the axis of the
last helix (residues 65–76) of NCAM were studied. The
extended central helix of holo-CAM collapsed within the
first 500 ps of the torsional-dynamics simulation (Fig. S6).
We further compared the ensemble of the GNEIMO-
sampled conformations after the collapse with the NMR
structures (21) of apo-CAM. The NMR structures show
large-scale movement of the NCAM with respect to the
CCAM after the helical collapse.
CAM: comparison of GNEIMO-generated conformations to
the NMR ensemble
We compared the conformations of apo-CAM generated by
GNEIMO to the ensemble of structures obtained from
previous NMR studies and crystal structures (21,26). We
first carried out PCA on the central linker (residues 65–
93), for those snapshots from the GNEIMO trajectory after
the collapse of the central helix. The NMR and crystal struc-
tures were projected in the PC space for comparison. The
first two PCs (PC1 and PC2) represent the reorientation of
the CCAM and NCAM domains about the axis of the central
helix in the linker region. However, PC1 also includes the
change in the angle formed by the first helix of CCAM
and the axis of the last helix of NCAM. Fig. 6 shows the
GNEIMO-sampled conformations as blue dots and the
various NMR structures as red dots in the PC1 and PC2
coordinates. The crystal structures of the apo- and holo-
CAM projected in PCs are shown as green dots. There is
significant overlap of the GNEIMO-generated conforma-
tions with the NMR conformations, showing that the
GNEIMO method sampled the conformational spread
observed in the NMR structures of apo-CAM, as well as
the conformational states observed in the crystal structures.
GNEIMO also sampled some conformations that are not
covered by the NMR ensemble (in the region of
PC1 < 3, PC2 > 2, and PC2 < 3 in Fig. 6). Recent liter-
ature using spin-labeling techniques suggests the presenceof sparsely populated structures of CAM that were not
sampled by the NMR structures (49). The relative orienta-
tion of these sparsely populated structures with respect to
the NMR conformations observed during that study agrees
well with the conformations observed during GNEIMO
conformational sampling (Fig. 6, inset, blue). However,
this is not confirmatory, since there are no published struc-
tural data available from spin-labeling studies with which
to compare the GNEIMO conformations.
Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the average hydrogen-bond
distances between residues listed in Table S2 in the
GNEIMO-generated trajectories to the corresponding
average distances calculated from the NMR structures
(PDB file 1DMO) (21). The numbers on the x axis of
Fig. 7 show the index of the hydrogen bonds for which
distances have been calculated. The residue pairs for which
the hydrogen-bond distance measurements have been calcu-
lated are listed in Table S2 The last four hydrogen bonds in
this list are long-range hydrogen bonds. The calculated
differences in the hydrogen-bond distances are given in
Table S2. It can be seen that about half of the average
distances calculated fall within one standard deviation of
the corresponding distances in the NMR structures. Of the
hydrogen bonds, 14 out of 55 are >4.0 A˚ in the GNEIMO
trajectories.
Each domain of CAM can bind two Ca2þ ions, and there-
fore, CAM binds to a total of four Ca2þ ions in the holo
state. Conformational change due to Ca2þ binding results
in the solvent exposure of hydrophobic pockets of CAM,
thus initiating binding to target proteins. The flexibility ofBiophysical Journal 104(9) 1999–2008
FIGURE 7 Comparison of the average hydrogen-bond distances (in A˚) for 51 short-range hydrogen bonds (numbered 1–51 on the x axis) and four long-
range hydrogen bonds (L1–L4 on the x axis). The average hydrogen-bond distances calculated for the GNEIMO trajectories are shown in red, and the cor-
responding average distances calculated for 30 NMR structures (PDB file 1DMO) are shown in blue. The hydrogen bonds are listed in Table S2.
2006 Gangupomu et al.the central helix and the relative orientation of the two
NCAM and CCAM domains likely play a major role in
CAM binding to multiple target proteins. The conforma-
tional transition between the holo and apo states can be
divided into two separate events: 1), collapse of the central
helix, which is the flexible linker between the two domains,
resulting in a compact structure; and 2), reorientation of the
two domains with respect to each other in this collapsed
structure. NMR studies have shown that the rotation of the
NCAM with respect to the linker and the CCAM is very
flexible (21,50). Several groups have previously studied
the effect of Ca2þ removal on CAM and observed the
collapse of the central helix using computational methods
(29,30,51). We observed not only the collapse of the central
helix of CAM, but also the various conformations resulting
from the reorientation of the two domains. We observed the
collapse of the central helix within the first 500 ps (Fig. S6),
whereas in Cartesian simulations of only the central helix by
van der spoel (51) this event lasted for 3 ns, and in Cartesian
simulations of the full CAM using explicit solvent (30), it
lasted 5 ns. It should be noted that the differences in the
simulated collapse times could also arise from the difference
in the force fields or water models. The GNEIMO methodBiophysical Journal 104(9) 1999–2008also shows good agreement of the conformations generated
with the NMR ensemble of conformations in CAM. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first computational study
to sample the various rotational conformations of the
NCAM with respect to the CCAM.Efficient conformational sampling by GNEIMO
The GNEIMO-REXMD method provides an alternate
coarse-grained MD simulation technique that could be
further tested by studying domain motion in larger proteins.
The GNEIMO technique can be used with any force field,
and here we have used the all-atom AMBER force field. It
has been shown previously that higher temperatures can
be used in constrained dynamics simulations for enhanced
sampling, without unraveling protein structures, compared
to the Cartesian simulations using the same force fields
(15). GNEIMO in conjunction with REXMD in the temper-
ature range 280–610 K resulted in enhanced sampling of Fas
and CAM compared to previously published Cartesian
simulations (24,25). Moreover, the GNEIMO method
samples protein conformations that are similar to conforma-
tions observed in explicit water simulations. Therefore, the
Protein Conformation Dynamics with GNEIMO MD 2007GNEIMO method provides the advantages of the implicit-
solvent models by increasing the speed of the simulation
while sampling the low-frequency modes efficiently. For
example, the BPTI system in GNEIMO required ~2000
cpu hours for 100 ns, whereas unconstrained Cartesian
simulations required ~5000 cpu hours to achieve 100 ns.Current limitations of the GNEIMO method
The observations made in this study open the way for further
research into issues that need to be addressed with regard to
using GNEIMO in several MD applications. Future research
might include systematic studies of thermodynamic proper-
ties calculated from GNEIMO with correction potential to
remove biases resulting from constraining high-frequency
degrees of freedom (52); studies of the effect of various
clustering schemes on the conformational transitions; and
investigation of the structure-preserving numerical integra-
tors needed to implement the GNEIMO method. We discuss
the work in these research directions in different publica-
tions based on theory (20). We plan to undertake further
analysis of the differences between the constrained-
dynamics models and Cartesian models in our future
research.CONCLUSIONS
Detailed insight into protein conformation dynamics is crit-
ical to understanding its function. Computational methods
play a crucial role in our understanding of protein dynamics
at the atomic level. We have shown that GNEIMO dynamics
with GBSA solvent mimics the Cartesian simulation with
explicit water for BPTI and crambin. We also show that
the dynamics of two highly flexible proteins, Fas and
CAM, can be mapped using the GNEIMO-REXMD
enhanced-sampling torsional-dynamics simulation method.
The conformations mapped during the simulations agree
well with the NMR structural ensemble (21). We have
demonstrated, using the GNEIMO torsional molecular
dynamics method, that conformational sampling was suffi-
ciently enhanced to go over energy barriers and sample
protein conformations for two well-studied flexible proteins,
calmodulin and fasciculin. Since this is an unbiased confor-
mational sampling method, we believe that the GNEIMO
method is applicable to the study of dynamics and domain
motion of a wide range of other proteins and protein
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